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Abstract
This paper presents a novel traffic classification scheme to improve 
classification performance when few training data are available. 
In the proposed scheme, traffic flows are described using the 
discretized statistical features and flow correlation information 
is modeled by bag-of-flow (BoF). We solve the BoF-based 
traffic classification in a classifier combination framework and 
theoretically analyze the performance benefit. Furthermore, a new 
BoF-based traffic classification method is proposed to aggregate 
the naive Bayes (NB) predictions of the correlated flows. We 
also present an analysis on prediction error sensitivity of the 
aggregation strategies. Finally, a large number of experiments 
are carried out on two large-scale real-world traffic datasets to 
evaluate the proposed scheme. The experimental results show 
that the proposed scheme can achieve much better classification 
performance than existing state-of-the-art traffic classification 
methods.
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I. Introduction
Political, economic, and legal struggles over applicable use and 
rating of the net have brought the difficulty of traffic classification 
to thought media. Three of the fore most important and bitter tussles 
are the file sharing tussle, between the file sharing community and 
intellectual property representatives RIAA (Recording business 
Association of America) and MPAA (Motion image Association 
Permission to form digital or onerous copies of all or a part of 
this work for personal or schoolroom use is granted while not fee 
providing copies square measure not created or distributed for 
profit or industrial advantage which copies bear this notice and 
also the full citation on the primary page. to repeat otherwise, to 
republish, to post on servers or to spread to lists, needs previous 
specific of America)  the battle between  malicious hackers, e.g 
worm creators, and security management companies  and the 
network neutrality dialogue, between ISPs and content service 
suppliers. 
Together cases the algorithmic taking part infield is traffic 
classification stopping or deprioritizing traffic of a particular 
kind, versus obfuscating a traffic profile to avoid being therefore 
classified. Traffic classification is additionally relevant to the 
additional mundane however no shorter task of optimizing current 
network operations and coming up with enhancements in future 
network architectures, which suggests the increasing incentives to 
stop correct classification of one’s own traffic presents associate 
obstacle to understanding, designing, operating, financing, and 
regulating the net.
In the early web, traffic classification relied on the use of transport 
layer port numbers, generally registered with IANA to represent a 
well known application. Additional recently, increasingly standard 
applications like people who support peer-to-peer (P2P) file 
sharing, hide their identity by assignment ports dynamically and or 
exploitation well-known ports of different applications, rendering 
port-based classification less reliable. A additional reliable 
approach adopted by industrial tools inspects packet payloads for 
specific string patterns of noted applications. While this approach 

is additional correct, it’s resource-intensive, expensive, scales 
poorly to high bandwidths, doesn’t work on encrypted traffic, and 
causes tremendous privacy and legal concerns. To projected traffic 
classification approaches that avoid payload review square measure 
or host- behaviour based, which takes advantage of knowledge 
relating to “social interaction” of hosts, and flow features-based, 
which classifies supported flow period, range and size of packets 
per flow, and inter-packet point.

II. Related Work
Due to its elementary nature and its underpinning of the many 
different techniques, the field of traffic classification has maintained 
continuous interest. For example, the foremost common technique 
for the identification of Internet network applications through 
traffic observance depends on the use of acknowledge ports: 
associate degree analysis of the headers of packets is used to 
spot traffic related to a selected port and therefore of a selected 
application. it’s acknowledge that such a method is likely to steer 
to inaccurate estimates of the number of traffic carried by totally 
different applications on condition that specific protocols, such 
as HTTP, area unit oftentimes accustomed relay different forms 
of traffic e.g. VLAN over HTTP. Additionally, rising services 
avoid the utilization of well known ports altogether, e.g.-some 
peer-to-peer applications.
Our work is conferred within the lightweight of those ancient 
classification techniques decreasing in effectiveness. Other authors 
that have noted the connection between the category of traffic and 
its determined applied mathematics properties embody Paxson. 
Who reports on the distribution of flow-bytes and flow-packets 
for a number of specific applications?
While not considering the broader use of joint distributions for 
distinctive classes of traffic, Classify did observe that DNS traffic 
was clearly identifiable victimisation the joint-distribution of flow-
duration and the number of packets transferred.
In associate degree analysis of web chat systems, Dewes et al. 
build effective use of the packet-size prole of specific applications. 
The authors note that packets relevant to their studies tend towards 
a specific size-profile, limiting themselves to the current prole 
allowed for a additional precise choice of traffic relevant to their 
study.
While not strictly classification, Floyd & amp Paxson observe that 
simple (Poisson) models area unit unable to effectively capture 
some network characteristics. However, they did and a Poisson 
method could describe variety of events caused directly by the 
user; such as telnet packets inside flows and association arrivals 
for ftp-data.

III. System Arichitecture
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Fig. 1: A:-Architecture

III. System Implementation

A. Analyzing the Data Set:
A data set (or dataset) could be a assortment of knowledge, 
sometimes conferred in tabular kind. Every column represents 
a specific variable. Every row corresponds to a given member 
of the information set in question. It lists values for every of the 
variables, like height and weight of an object or values of random 
numbers. Every price is understood as a data point. Information 
the info the information set could comprise data for one or a lot 
of members appreciate the amount of rows. The values is also 
numbers, like real numbers or integers, as an example representing 
a human height in centimetres, however might also be nominal 
information not consisting of numerical values, as an example 
representing a human quality. A lot of typically, values is also of 
any of the types delineated as tier of activity. For every variable, 
the values can usually all be of constant kind. However, there 
might also be “missing values”, which require to be indicated 
in Some Way.

Fig. 2:

B. Classification Process:
It is supported a flow-level traffic classification. The system 
captures science packets crossing a target network and constructs 
traffic flows by checking the headers of science packets it’s flow-
level traffic classification. A flow consists of ordered science 
packets with an equivalent 5-tuple supply science, supply port, 

destination science, destination port, and transport layer protocol. 
It uses heuristic thanks to confirm the correlate flows and model 
them. If the flows determined in an exceedingly bound amount 
of your time share an equivalent destination science, destination 
port, and transport layer protocol, they’re determined as correlate 
flows and kind a BoF. For the classification purpose, a collection 
of flow applied mathematics options are extracted and discredited 
to represent traffic flows.

Fig. 3: Classification

1. A BOF-Based Classification Framework
In this a group of related flows are generated by constant application 
that is shapely employing a bag of flows BoF. A unique approach 
is projected for traffic classification, particularly aggregation of 
related NB predictions that consists of 2 steps. Within the opening, 
the only NB predictor produces the posterior class-conditional 
possibilities for every flow. Within the second step, the aggregate 
predictor aggregates the flow predictions (posterior probabilities) 
to see the ultimate category for BoFs.

Fig. 4: BOF

Fig. 5:

2. Aggregation of Correlated NB Predictions

(i). Single NB Predictor
NB algorithmic rule to supply a collection of posterior possibilities 
as predictions for every testing flow. It’s completely different to 
the traditional NB classifier that directly assigns a testing flow to 
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a category with the most posterior chance. Considering correlate 
flows, the predictions of multiple flows are going to be aggregate 
to create a final prediction.

(ii). Aggregated Predictor
Below Kittler’s theoretical framework, variety of combination 
ways will be derived from the Bayesian call theory which might 
be used for aggregate predictor.

Fig. 3: NB Predictor

Fig. 4:

3. Multi Boosting:
The results of mixing completely different classifiers are often 
explained with the idea of bias-variance decomposition. Bias 
refers to miscalculation thanks to a learning formula whereas 
variance refers to miscalculation thanks to the learned model. 
The overall expected error of a classifier is that the total of the 
bias and also the variance. So as to cut back bias and variation, 
some ensemble approaches are introduced Multi Boosting (Multi 
Boost), Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging), Wagging and Multi 
boosting. This can be why the thought emerged of mixing each 
so as to make the most of the benefits of each algorithms and 
procure associate degree overall error reduction.

Fig. 5:

IV. Algorithm
Naive Bayes is one in every of the foremost strong classification 
techniques and regularly trumps a lot of subtle prognostic analytics 
tools. During this article, we’ll show however the Naive Bayes 
technique is applied victimization Rapid Miner with an easy and 
classic example - the “golf” dataset. Explaining naive Thomas 
Bayes classification victimization classic golf dataset.
In a previous article, we tend to explain the core applied 
mathematics basis behind the Naive Bayes classification rule. 
There, AN example showed the way to apply the Bayes rule for 
predicting if a defective half is created by a given machine.

Example:

Fig. 6:

Now let us extend this to our classic golf scenario. The objective 
here is to estimate the likelihood of playing golf (Yes or No) given 
weather condition information. There are 14 records and there 
were 9 instances where Play=Yes and 5 instances where Play=No. 
Without knowing any of the other data, the naive estimate is 
Play=Yes for 64% (=9/14) and No 36% (=5/14). However, now 
we do have additional information which can be better utilized. 
Suppose we had Outlook data as follows:

Table 1:
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V. Conclusion
Packet analysis has been shown as an approach that improves 
the state of the art by generating packet filters that combine most 
of the desired properties in terms of processing speed, memory 
consumption, flexibility and simplicity in specifying protocol 
formats and filtering rules, effective filter composition, and low 
run-time overhead for safety enforcement. The development of 
the filter generator and the test results support the viability of our 
claims. We have designed, prototyped, and evaluated SPAF, a 
packet filter generator based on the creation of finite-state automata 
from a high-level protocol format database and filter predicates. 
It aims at emitting fast and efficient filters while preserving all 
the relevant safety properties, both in terms of memory access 
correctness and termination.

VI. Future Work
Since the size of the network traffic collected is huge, there is a 
need to store them in a specific database, so later our tool can query 
the data directly from the server. We are Building an interface 
between the tool and the database server using JDBC connection. 
We also plan to store the result back to the database server once the 
user decided to save the result. The other feature we are currently 
working is to add pattern recognition algorithms for intrusion 
detection purpose since the tool is able to pre-process the network 
connection data. It would be useful to add another module to 
this tool so that it can perform some preliminary analysis for 
network intrusion detection such as clustering similar network 
connections according to similar patterns e.g., payload or network 
protocols.
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